
Off-whites often pair well with most other 
colours. It all depends on where they fall on 
the warm-cold spectrum. Cream white 
works particularly well with pastels, while 
ivory can make a great companion to navy 

blue or maroon.

In Décor

Lighting is Important
Both natural and artificial light will change

the way a colour looks once you’ve
painted it onto your walls. 

Off-White
White paints come in a spectrum of hues, just like any other colour. 

Creamy whites, cool whites, soft whites, warm whites – they all exist, 

and they all serve to freshen up a space in their own unique way. 

Warm whites have yellow, brown or red undertones 
and bring an element of warmth to a room. In the 
same way, warm artificial light is known to add a 
warm, sometimes yellow hue to a room. Many people 
use this vintage lighting option to warm up a room 
that doesn’t get much natural sunlight, or to 
complement warm paint colours. These tones and 
lights work well to create a luxurious, relaxing 
environment, and are best used in living spaces and 
bedrooms. 

Don’t forget that objects also play a part in the overall perception of a room. 
Furniture, décor, and wall hangings all affect how light is reflected and 
absorbed. Be mindful of the fact that if you’re painting and testing lighting in 
an empty room, the room might feel slightly different once you load in the 
furniture. 

SOLTA/SILBA
From Our 2020 Palette

Croatia Wave

Universal Paints’ range of off-whites include:
• Solta (Cool white – from our 2020 Croatia Wave Palette)

• Silba (Cool white – from our 2020 Croatia Wave Palette)

• Buttercup (Warm white – Allcote)

• Cotton (Warm white – Allcote)

• Cameo White (Warm white – Velvet Sheen)

• Grecian White (Cool white – Velvet Sheen)


